
Background on Suncoast Credit Union


Suncoast is the largest credit union headquartered in 
Florida, and one of the top ten in both members and assets 
in the US, but proudly continues to provide a simplified 
financial experience with a personal touch. Suncoast traces 
its roots back to its founding by educators in 1934 and ever 
since has been dedicated to making life easier for its 
members in any way it can.  


What did Suncoast achieve by bringing on Zest?


Suncoast wanted the capacity to say yes to more members 
and automate its lending decisions with an AI-driven model. 
Approvals growth had to come without adding risk.
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ASSETS


$15B
TOTAL LOANS ($) 


$10.7B
MEMBERS


1,036,089
BRANCHES


75
EMPLOYEES


2,228

AUTO LOANS

Market: Florida
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LOS Provider

Products & market

 VICKI LOVETT, EVP AND CHIEF OPERATING OFFICE

 MICHAEL HARTMAN, SVP OF LENDING

Suncoast wanted a more robust lending model that 
could approve more members across the credit 
spectrum and produce faster decisions. It wanted to 
expand thin-file approvals without adding risk to the 
portfolio. It also wanted to be sure any new model or 
scoring integrated seamlessly with its existing IT. It 
also needed a partner that would be there every step 
of the way with its AI lending implementation.

Suncoast has one of the more sophisticated 
approaches to underwriting in the CU industry, but 
the limitations of legacy scoring were keeping it from 
hitting its loan growth targets. Suncoast was finding 
it hard to decision quickly and with confidence in the 
middle credit tiers where legacy scores can’t provide 
a complete picture. AI could help but, without 
internal data science resources, it had to partner to 
deliver an ROI on the technology’s promise.

Suncoast worked with Zest AI to build and adopt a 
tailored auto lending model trained on nearly 3 years of 
in-market loan data. We explored more than 11,000 credit 
variables to find a set of 200 that provided a dramatically 
more accurate picture of applicants’ creditworthiness. 
The model’s accuracy outshines national scores in all  
credit tiers, including the profitable middle tiers.

Objectives Results

APPROVAL RATE INCREASE


24%
CREDIT VARIABLES IN MODEL


~200

ANNUAL INCREASE IN ORIGINATIONS


$450M
AUTO-DECISIONING  LIFT



76%


